


We are FLEXLUX – a passionate, skilled and experienced manufacturer of beautifully  
designed sofas, design chairs and relax chairs – with an eye for comfort.

In our collections you will find furniture crafted for the contemporary consumer.  
Combining Italian aesthetics, Scandinavian innovation and Danish design values we 
craft appealing, comfortable and affordable quality furniture for modern homes. 

As furniture makers, designing attractive and comfortable spaces is key to us. We believe 
that great design can engage the senses and unite spaces to memorable places. Your 
home is your sanctuary, a personal place where everyday meet big defining moments. 
It’s the space where you can create those precious moments, when you step out of the 
daily grind and into your special space - where you can just be you and have the time to 
recharge - that is where you’ll find us.

There is a special space for everyone in this world 
– and we can help design it. 

WWW.FLEXLUX.COM



Volden - Savoy 0960 Platin Black





Clement - Savoy 0960 Platin Black



Air Channel Technology
The integrated Air Channel Technology for your ultimate comfort. The  
innovative Air Channels ensure long-lasting comfort without  
compromising on breathability.

Dynamic Back Adjustment 
The mechanism in our FLEXLUX chairs lets you change positions 
smoothly and effortlessly, following your movement when you lean 
back. The seat and back angle adjust to your body and provide  
lumbar and neck support in all positions.

Multi Adjustable Neck Rest 
The multi adjustable neck rest has a two-step function, so you 
quickly and effortlessly can change position. The Flexlux headrest is 
adjustable in height and angle, in order to give you the best position 
for reading, watching TV and relaxing.

- and we can help design it

FLEXLUX RELAX CHAIRS

There’s a special space for
everyone in this world



Elegant chair - Dakota 0724 Modern Cognac Brown



Volden Integrated Footrest - Savoy 0960 Platin Black



Volden - Savoy 0960 Platin Black



Gas spring mechanism 
With  the  gas  spring  mechanism your favorite position is just a pull 
away. The gas spring mechanism allows you to change positions 
smoothly and effortlessly, ensuring a calm place to relax. 

Integrated footrest function
The motion touch panel is based on the same technology as the 
gas spring mechanism. The panel is placed under the arm, perfectly 
for adjusting the back angle and the integrated footrest with a 
double motor function. This ensures that you will find pleasure in 
every moment. Choose between a solution with cable or a wireless 
solution with rechargeable battery. 

FLEXLUX FUNCTIONS

Change positions
smoothly and effortlessly

Flexlux functions



Clement - Savoy 0960 Platin Black



More - Nature 0720 Cognac









Glow sofa - Savoy 0964 Cognac Brown



More - Nature 0720 Cognac



More - Savoy 0970 Modena Brown







Integrated Footrest - Savoy 0971 Auburn Brown
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Ghost Low - Savoy 0969 Honey Pecan

Discover our collection 
of comfortable design chairs



Ghost High 





Moro - Copparo  1470 Rusty Orange





Padova 



Padova - Nature 0723 Jade Black







Stilo - Nature 0720 Cognac



Crafted with an eye
for comfort

Sini
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